Introduction and some results

Several diverse theorems concerning the zeros of ~(k~(s), the kth derivative, of the
Riemann zeta function will be presented. Relationships with existing results, [1] , [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , will be discussed.
THEOR~ 1. Let 2V-(T) be the number o] zeros o/~(s) in R: 0<t<T, 0<a< 89 where s =a+it. Let !V~(T) be the number o/zeros o] ~'(s) in R. Then
N; (T) = N-(T) + O(log T).
(1.1)
T, ' )
Nk(T)= ~ (logT-1 +O(log T).
(1.3)
THEOREM 2. Denote the number o/non-real zeros o/r in 0 <t < T, a <.c by Ns T) and the number ]or a >~ e by N~ (e, T). Then,/or given k, uni/ormly /or 6 > 0
In view of (1.3)
N~( 89 T)+Ng( 89
T)<6-aT log log T.
N;( 89 + 6, T) + N; ( 89 -6, T) < Nk(T) log log T 6 log T
Hence most of the zeros of ~(~(s) are clustered around a-= 89 It was proved by Spira [8] that most of the zeros of $~k~(s) lie in 0~<a< 89 for 6>0.
In proving Theorem 2 it will also be seen that the corresponding result is valid in T < t < T + U where U > T 1/2. A consequence of this is that if w(t) ~ oo as t ~ 0% then most of the zeros of r lie in l a-89 < w(t) log log t/log t.
Let ~ =fl+i 7 denote the non-real zeros of ~(8) as usual. Let ~'=fl' +/7' denote those of r Let ~(~)=fl~k)+iyc~) denote the non-real zeros of ~(k)(s), k>~l (so that Q' and Q~x) are equivalent).
THEOREM 3. For O< U< T
2~
~ ~ (fl(l')-89 log log ~-T + U( 89 log 2-k log log 2) Using standard explicit estimates on N(T), the number of zeros of ~(s) in 0 < a < 1, 0 < t < T, and the fact that/~ = 89 for IFI <1 000 it is easy to verify from (2.1), (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) that Re ~'/~ < 0 for t = 10, 0 ~< a ~< 1. Finally', tO prove (1.1), by a standard use of Jensen's theorem it can be shown that the change in arg ~(a +it) and arg ~'(~ + it) from a = 1 to a =0 for large t is O (log t). This with the previous fact that Re ~'/~(si<0 on a=O, t>~10, O<~a<<.l, t=10, and on the indented line a = 89 t ~> 10 proves (1.1) and completes the proof of the theorem.
T ~7(k) <~ T + U zx
+ O(U2/(T log T)) + O(log T
It was proved by Spira [8] that for l sl> 165 and a ~<0, ~'(s) has only real zeros and exactly one in (-1 -2n, 1 -2n) . The following is an easy consequence of (2.1). A consequence of Theorems I and 9 is that RH ~$'(s) has no non-rcalzeros for a < 1/2 [5] .
Remark on the numerical location of zeros of ~(s) off of a= 89 From the functional equation it is easy to show, as will be seen in w 4, that ~'(s) and J(1 -s) have the same zeros for 0 < a < 1 where from (4.1). 
Proofs of Theorems 2 and 3
Here Littlewood's lemma is used in a familiar way [10, Chap. 9] . For a > 1
so that Zk(s)-+l as a-> c~. Z~ is real on t=0 and (s-1)~+lZk(s) is entire.
It was shown by Spira [7] that the non-real zeros of $(k)(s) lie in a vertical strip --b~<a<ak. This will also be evident below. Littlewood's lemma will be applied on the rectangle with vertices at a +i, a + iT, -b + iT, -b + i where a = a~ and b = b~. It gives
where the zeros of Zk(s) in the rectangle are designated by ~(k) =/~(k~ +i~(~). As will be seen it is an easy consequence of the functional equation and Stirling's formula for log l~ 
On the line a = -b use is made of the functional equation /"'(s)=O(s~_l ) i>~ 2.
1
From the functional equation
Hence for a< -~. ~> O. 
11= logl~(l +b-it)]dt, I2= log]Fk(--b+it)ldt.
Proceeding much as below (3.2), but more simply, 11 =0(1).
To treat 12 use is made of (3.7) to get Subtracting (3.14) from (3.12) gives
N~(T)=T (l~ T-l -l~ 2) + O(l~
T T-T-+ O(T log log T). (b+fl(~))+ ~ (b+ 89 = ( 89 + b)~ log 2~ fl(k) < 1/2 fl(lr 112 1 < y(k) < T 1 < ,y(lc) < T
Denote the number of zeros of $(k)(s) in 0 <t < T and a ~<c by N~(c, T) and the number of zeros in 0 <t < T and a ~>c by N+(c, T). The above yields for any ~ >0 (b -4-89 -~) N; ( 89 -~, T) -4-(b + 89 (N~, (T) -N~-( 89 -~, T)) >~ ( 89 + b) log ~ + O(T log log T).
Using (3.13) with the above yields
ON; ( 89 -~, T) = O(T log log T).
From (3.14) follows, for ~ >0,
~N~-( 89 + ,~, T) = O(T log log T),
and these two results prove Theorem 2. A more refined result than the above can be obtained which justifies the statement below Theorem 2 concerning T < t < T. If 2g(b + 89 k (T), given in (3.13), is subtracted from (3.12) then we obtain. THEOREM 10. 2rt ~ (fl(~i -89 ) = kT log log -2rdc JA 0<Ft6 T + T( 89 log 2 -k log log 2) +O(log T), and this yields Theorem 3 because 
--2~ log T/2zt ~-O(T I---T~g~ T) "
Proofs of Theorems 4 and 5
By the functional equation ~'s' h(1-s) ~--h(s) ~(1-s),
where h (8) is defined near the end of w 2. Hence
in I~1< 2 and so has no zeros in the strip for large Itl. Thus 
IF (H(x+ ie))'dx <. 8(~ c,)L
f~2[H(x + i~)[2'dX<~ l~p (:c,)'.
Letting e-~ 0 now yields the result. By the corollary to Theorem 4, S: = O(U) and so Theorem 5 is proved.
Proo/ o/ Theorem
Proof of Theorem 6
By the symmetry of the roots of ~(s), (2.2) and (2.3) can be written as 
Proofs of Theorems 7 and 8
For fixed m denote the real zeros of ~(m)(s) by --a? Spira [7] showed that aj = 2?" + 0(1).
It was also shown [7] that there exists an Ak such that ~(k)(s) has no non-real zeros for which shows that the number of fl(k) < 89 is finite.
